
Berserk Volume 35 by Kentaro Miura: A
Masterpiece of Dark Fantasy
Berserk is a dark fantasy manga series written and illustrated by Kentaro
Miura. The series follows the journey of Guts, a mercenary who seeks
revenge on the demons who killed his comrades and took his lover.
Berserk is known for its violence, gore, and mature themes, and has been
praised for its intricate artwork and complex characters.

Volume 35 of Berserk was released in Japan in 2019 and in English in
2020. This volume marks a turning point in the series, as Guts and his
companions face their greatest challenges yet.

Volume 35 of Berserk begins with Guts and his companions traveling to the
island of Skellig. The island is home to a powerful demon named Zodd,
who Guts has sworn to kill. Guts and his companions are also being
pursued by a group of Holy See knights led by Serpico.
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The knights are determined to capture Guts and his companions, who they
believe are heretics. Guts and his companions must fight their way through
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the knights and Zodd in Free Download to reach the island's lighthouse,
where they believe they will find a way to defeat the demon king Griffith.

Guts: A mercenary who seeks revenge on the demons who killed his
comrades and took his lover. Guts is a powerful warrior who wields a
massive sword called the Dragonslayer.

Griffith: A former mercenary who is now the leader of the Band of the
Falcon. Griffith betrayed Guts and his companions, and is now a
powerful demon.

Casca: A former member of the Band of the Falcon who was tortured
and raped by Griffith. Casca is now mentally unstable and is haunted
by visions of her past.

Schierke: A young witch who helps Guts and his companions.
Schierke is a powerful magic user and has a strong connection to the
spirit world.

Farnese: A young noblewoman who joins Guts and his companions.
Farnese is a skilled archer and is learning to use magic.

Serpico: A Holy See knight who is determined to capture Guts and his
companions. Serpico is a skilled swordsman and has a strong sense of
duty.

Berserk Volume 35 explores a number of themes, including:

The nature of evil: Berserk is a dark fantasy series that explores the
nature of evil. The series shows that evil is not always clear-cut, and
that even the most evil people can have moments of kindness.



The power of revenge: Guts is a character who is driven by revenge.
The series shows that revenge can be a powerful motivator, but it can
also be destructive.

The importance of friendship: Guts and his companions are a group
of people who have been through a lot together. The series shows that
friendship is an important part of life, and that it can help people
overcome even the darkest of times.

Berserk Volume 35 is a compelling and disturbing masterpiece of dark
fantasy. This volume marks a turning point in the series, as Guts and his
companions face their greatest challenges yet. The volume is filled with
violence, gore, and mature themes, but it also explores important themes
such as the nature of evil, the power of revenge, and the importance of
friendship.

Berserk Volume 35 is a must-read for fans of dark fantasy. It is a powerful
and disturbing story that will stay with you long after you finish it.
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